5th annual ITEA Symposium highlights success of European developments in embedded software

The 5th annual ITEA Symposium was held on Thursday 7 and Friday 8 October 2004 in Seville. The theme: "ITEA and emerging trends - Our role in software-intensive systems."

Two full days of project demonstrations and presentations highlighted ITEA's contribution to European embedded and distributed software development.

More than 270 of Europe's leading software experts from industry and the academic community...
met with policy-makers from across the continent. High-ranking industrial and scientific experts presented subjects such as intelligent vehicles and the growing penetration of digital technologies in our daily lives. In addition the 35 ITEA projects exhibited provided an insight into products and services that use embedded software; many demonstrators and pre-prototypes were on show.

EAST-EEA (Electronics Architecture and Software Technology - Embedded Electronic Architecture) won the 2004 ITEA Achievement Award. This project has made significant progress towards standardisation by creating a generic embedded electronic architecture for the automotive industry. The Achievement Award recognises highly successful ITEA projects that lead to significant results and represent best practice.

More information:

- Press release "5th annual ITEA Symposium"
- Press release "ITEA Achievement Award 2004"